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Taking into account the way electricity is obtained, there
are many types of marine renewable energy sources: tidal,
waves, offshore wind, thermal, osmotic and biomass. A
functional classification for the mooring systems used for
these devices is provided in the following paragraphs. The
target is defining a classification independent of the
typology of the platform and which allows comparing
mooring system typologies.

Abstract.

Renewable marine energy has emerged as a
centrepiece of the new energy economy, because of its
abundance, regularity and to be environmentally - friendly.
However, its exploitation in a commercial way is constrained
due to several engineering problems. One of the mayor of the
major constraints when installing this type of structures
grounded on the seabed over 100 meters depth. One of the
characteristics of the Spanish oceanic coastal shore is its high
depth. So, in order to develop any kind of offshore energy in
Spain, floating platforms are needed. Besides all of them should
be anchored to the seabed. The aim of this article is to
characterize mooring system of several floating offshore
platforms which are currently designed to support any type of
structure for the exploitation of marine energy (wind, waves or
tidal energy).

2. Mooring systems general classification
The first step is to classify the types of mooring systems,
taking into account the typologies exposed by APL, 1996
Recommended Practice for Design and Analysis of
Stationkeeping Systems for Floating Structures [2] for
wave energy systems: mooring without tension and
mooring with tension, as can be seen in Fig. 1:
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1. Introduction
Climate change, the need to reduce atmospheric emissions
of greenhouse gases, dependence on fossil fuels,
uncertainties concerning on future energy supply and
growth of energy prices have turned, in the last years, in to
matters of social and political concern.
For this reason, the European Union established in 2007
that 20% of total energy consumption in 2020 should be
obtained from renewable sources [1].

B. MOORING WITH TENSION
Tension Leg Platform Mooring (TLP)
TLP with 3 legs

Oceans cover a high percentage of Earth, so offshore
energy could be an interesting point of view about how to
obtain electricity. But, the majority of the oceans have
high depth, so the Danish solution, with grounded
systems, is not possible. In this sense, floating offshore
platforms solve this problem using mooring and anchoring
systems.

TLP with 4 legs
Dynamic positioning
Active mooring
Propulsion

Fig. 1. Mooring classification for floating platforms
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Fig. 2 shows each of these types of mooring devices:

There are two basic types of mooring without tension:
catenary and one single point mooring.
The first one, catenary mooring, is a cheap and
conventional option, which is used all over the world.
Moreover, the simple catenary mooring reaches the
seabed horizontally, so the mooring point only has
horizontal loads, being the platform which supports the
entire weight of the mooring line.
In the multi catenary mooring, buoys are included, so one
part of the weight of the catenary is supported by buoys
and the other part by the platform itself.
The second one is the single mooring point, which has the
advantage of turning around relatively easily, remaining
perpendicular to the direction of the waves. Therefore, the
mooring lines can be connected on the other side of the
floating system, to keep it in the right position.
Turrent mooring is based on an external or internal
catenary which is attached to the platform and to the
turrent [3], allowing the flow of movement around this
last one.
In the Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring (CALM) the
floating structure is moored to a buoy with catenary,
allowing the movement around the buoy, which is also
attached to the seabed with other catenary [4].
However, in the Single Anchor Leg Mooring (SALM) the
floating platform is moored to a buoy, which is attached to
seabed with a tension line.

Fig. 2. Mooring devices

Finally, in the Articulated Loading Column (ALC) the
floating structure can move itself around an articulated
column, allowing rotation above water line.

3.

Taking into account mooring with tension, Tensioned Leg
Platforms (TLP) can have three or four legs connecting
the platform and seabed [5].

Mooring in different type of renewable
floating platforms

System 1 is the Dutch Tri – Floater semisubmersible
structure, which is used mainly in offshore wind energy
[6]. This structure has six catenary moorings, as we can
see in Fig. 3, two in each buoyancy tanks (or columns),
and each of them with its anchor. These anchors are
suction piles, which can restrict the platform movement
[7].

On the other hand, dynamic positioning system offers the
optimum position relative to the crests of the waves,
constantly shifting.
Active mooring is composed by several mooring lines
around the floating structure, the total number of which
are controlled by a servo controller. A central computer
changes lines position depending on the sea conditions.

This system is part of catenary mooring, it is said, floating
structures without tension.

However, in the propulsion mooring, the system depends
on propellers, which are also controlled by a central
computer.
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System 4 is a buoy called SeaRev which obtains energy
from waves [14].
Regarding its mooring system, it just introduces a single
mooring line and a single anchor, as is shown in Fig. 6.
This system is also part of catenary mooring, it is said,
floating structures without tension. However, it is included
into simple buoys classification.

Fig. 3. System 1 [8].

System 2 is also a semisubmersible structure, which is
called WindFloat and, like the previous one, is used for
generating wind energy. However, the main difference is
that here the turbine is not located in the centre [9].

Fig. 6. System 4 [15].

System 5 is the Hywind, which is a spar buoy to obtain
wind energy in deep seas. It uses the advances used in
offshore oil towers [16].

Regarding stabilizing the mooring system, this has six
catenary mooring lines, four located on the buoyancy tank
where the wind turbine and two mooring devices are
placed in the other two tanks [10], as Fig. 4 shows.

As far as the mooring system, it consists in three catenary
lines, as Fig. 7 shows, spaced 120º. Moreover, it also has
three embedded anchors [17].

This system is also part of catenary mooring, it is said,
floating structures without tension.

This system is also part of catenary mooring, it is said,
floating structures without tension. However, it is included
into spar buoys classification.

Fig. 4. System 2 [11].

System 3 is the FO3, which is a semisubmersible type of
structure used to obtaining energy from waves through a
point absorber system [12].
Its mooring system is based on 4 catenary lines, as Fig. 5
shows, being separated on the seabed about 108 m.
This system is, as the previous one, part of catenary
mooring, it is said, floating structures without tension.
Fig. 7. System 5 [18].

System 6 is the AquaBuoy, and it is a spar buoy with
catenary mooring and which converts vertical component
of waves in pressurized water, through a special pump
[19].

Fig. 5. System 3 [13].
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This type of buoy is moored by five catenary mooring
lines, as is shown in Fig. 8. Furthermore, concerning the
anchorages, they are concrete boxes.
This system is also a floating structure without tension,
because it is a spar buoy which has catenary mooring.

Fig. 10. System 8 [24].

Fig. 8. System 6 [20].

System 9 is similar to system 5, but instead of being
anchored with catenary lines and stabilized with ballast, it
is fixed to the seabed with a mooring device with tension.
It is also used to obtain offshore wind energy.

System 7 is the Pelamis, a floating system to generate
energy though waves. It is based on a semisubmersed
structure and with articulated cylindrical sections
connected by joints.

Regarding the foundation, it will be basically formed by a
line with tension and an anchor, as Fig. 11 shows.

In relation to the mooring system, it is a single point
mooring system, similar to that used in ships or FPSO
structures, but also it has a retained line in stern, both
catenary lines of which are shown in Fig. 9.

This system, which is also a TLP mooring system, is
included into the floating structures with tension.

So, this system, which is a single point mooring, is
included into the floating structures without tension.

Fig. 9. System 7 [21].

System 8 is a floating platform, but in contrast to systems
without tension, it is stabilized by tensioned lines, it is
called TLP (Tensioned Leg Platform) [22].
Regarding the mooring system, there are eight tensioned
mooring lines, grouped 2 by 2, two for each leg, as we can
see in Figure 10, and spaced 90º and with 127 mm
diameter. Concerning the anchorages, they will be four
concrete blocks, one for each two mooring lines [23].

Fig. 11. System 9 [25].

System 10 is called Taut Line Buoy (TLB) and, as Fig. 12
shows, is similar to System 5, but with eight mooring
lines, located equidistantly [26].

This system, which is a TLP mooring system, is included
into the floating structures with tension.

This system, which is a TLB mooring, is included into the
floating structures with tension.
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Finally, and inside the first classification, there is a second
important issue, which was used in other previous
mooring studies. In this sense, we can differentiate
between: catenary, single point, TLP and TLB mooring.
5.

Conclusion

Nowadays, as we can see, there are a variety of devices in
order to obtain marine energy, however, is non – existent
a general classification.
Therefore, this article seeks to explain the different types
of floating platform moorings, to facilitate their study in
the future.
Future works will analyse in depth each of these platforms
to determine which ones are better suited for each type of
use.

Fig. 12. System 10 [27].

4. Results
Mooring analysis was carried out taking into account ten
representative prototypes of floating offshore renewable
energy platforms.
The first classification is based on the mooring: with or
without tension, as Fig. 13 shows:
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